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The Army of the Potomac was the major Union
Army in the Eastern Theater, during the Civil
War. Some notable commanders were –
George B. McClellan, Ambrose Burnside,
Joseph Hooker, and George G. Meade.
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The Army of the Potomac was created in 1861,
but was then only the size of a corps (relative to
the size of Union armies later in the war).
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The Civil War in Film
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and
Christmas trees with hard-tack and saltG.W.T.W. blamed the war on the north and depicted
pork and singing
carols to defend their homes.
southerners
fighting valiantly

decorating
The
Red Badge
of Courage
(1951) starring Audie
their
camp
Christmas
Murphy really had no discussion of causation.
trees with After
“Shenandoah” (1965) focused on the war as a
General
tragedy
and in someWilliam
ways was an anti-war film.
“Glory”
(1989) has a Civil
Rights theme and hits on
Sherman
captured
emancipation. “Gettysburg” (1993) also does not
Savannah in December
dwell on causation. Finally, Lincoln (2012) returns
of 1864 their horses up
the focus to slavery as the underlying issue.
like reindeer by
Union
soldiers are really
not seen in G.W.T.W.,
attaching
branches
tobut
in Glory they are real and fighting for a cause.
their headgear and
Doug McClure, playing a Confederate soldier in
delivered
anduniform.
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is shownfood
wearing a beautiful
More
recent films, such
Mountain, Josey
supplies
toas Cold
hungry
Wales, and Free State of Jones show southerners as
families in
irregulars. The theme of battlefield reconciliation can

Bruce Allardice spoke to the June meeting of the

be found in Red Badge of Courage, Santa Fe Trail,

McHenry County Civil War Roundtable on the topic of

and Gettysburg – think Hancock and Armistead in

Civil War movies. Bruce believes that America’s

the latter. Another theme of Civil War movies is the

greatest conflict deserves our biggest stage. These

“Lost Cause.” The famous scene in G.W.T.W. at the

movies have employed the best actors, actresses, and

Atlanta railroad station certainly comes to mind.

directors – think Gone with the Wind. The Civil War

By Anne Sarah Rubin

setting may have produced our finest film – again

According to Bruce, we also get our images of Civil

G.W.T.W. – as well as the worst – Journey to Shiloh.

War women from the movies. Think of Scarlett
O’Hara in G.W.T.W. In more recent films such as
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Gone WithThe Wind (1939) also proved that Civil War

“Cold Mountain”, “The Conspirators”, and “Lincoln”

movies can make money. The $138 million dollars it

women are at the center of the action and more
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generated, when adjusted for inflation, would make it

“fleshed out.”

the highest grossing film of all time. Interestingly, the
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producers paid Margaret Mitchell $50,000 for the rights

Finally, Bruce discussed the question of historical

to her book of the same title.

accuracy in Civil War movies. For example, in “They

Another fascinating fact is that two British women –

Died With Their Boots On” Errol Flynn marries Gen.

Olivia de Haviland and Vivien Leigh – played the

Sheridan’s niece who would have been 3 years old

female leads and British born Leslie Howard played

at the time. In Glory the 54th Mass. charges south

one of the male leads in this most American of movies.

instead of north – better camera angle. In Lincoln,

The Civil War provided the background even during

the 16th President did not have pierced ears; Daniel

the era of silent film. Bruce mentioned an early “silent”

Day Lewis does. In the Red Badge of Courage

entitled “The Guerilla” for which there is little

soldiers are carrying a 1903 Springfield rifle. Lastly,

information.

in Gettysburg some units are carrying the wrong flag

Of course, we have all heard of “Birth of a Nation”

– not the right number of stars.

which came out in 1915 on the 50th anniversary of the
end of the war. The famed director D.W. Griffith’s

There are also web sites that list the top ten Civil

father was an officer in the Confederate army.

War movies. Two books that were recommended

Many veterans were still alive in 1915 and relived their

are Causes Won, Lost, and Forgotten by Gary

wartime experiences through the magic of the big

Gallagher and Gone With the Glory by Wills.

screen.
Bob Frenz

.
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BLACK CONFEDERATES
Their numbers in Civil War were small,

but have symbolic value
By Corydon Ireland Harvard Staff Writer

Still, Stauffer acknowledged the seeming

The situation was looking quite bleak for

popularity of neo-Confederate ideas in general.

the Confederates in the spring of 1865

He cited a recent poll showing that 70 percent

The Federals had captured large swaths

of white Southerners believe that the cause of the

of Southern territory, General William T.

Civil War was not slavery, but a deep divide

Sherman’s Union army was tearing

over states’ rights.

through the Carolinas, and General
Robert E. Lee was trying valiantly to hold

He also outlined evidence that the notion of black

the Confederate capital of Richmond,

Confederates is at least partly true —an assertion

Virginia, against General Ulysses S.

that he said got him “beaten up” in a discussion at

Grant’s growing force.

a Washington, D.C., history event.
Lee and Confederate President Jefferson
Though no one knows for sure, the number of

Davis had only two options: One was for

slaves who fought and labored for the South was

Lee to unite with General Joe Johnston’s

modest, estimated Stauffer. Blacks who

army in the Carolinas and use a combined

Even 150 years after it started, the Civil War

shouldered arms for the Confederacy numbered

force to take on Sherman and Grant one

is still the battleground for controversial ideas.

more than 3,000 but fewer than 10,000, he said,

at a time.

One of them is the notion that thousands of

among the hundreds of thousands of whites who

The other option was to arm slaves, as

Southern slaves and freedmen fought willingly

served. Black laborers for the cause numbered

the last source of fresh manpower in the

and loyally on the side of the Confederacy.

from 20,000 to 50,000.

Confederacy.

The idea of “black Confederates” appeals to

Those are not big numbers, said Stauffer.

The idea of enlisting blacks had been

present-day neo-Confederates, who are eager

Black Confederate soldiers likely represented less

debated for some time. Arming slaves

to find ways to defend the principles of the

than1 percent of Southern black men of military

was essentially a way of setting them free,

Confederate States of America. They say the

age during that period, and less than 1 percent

since they could not realistically be sent

Civil War was about states’ rights, and they

of Confederate soldiers. And their motivation for

back to plantations after they had fought.

wish to minimize the role of slavery in a

serving isn’t taken into account by the numbers,

General Patrick Cleburne had suggested

vanished and romantic antebellum South.

since some may have been forced into service,

enlisting slaves a year before, but few in

and others may have seen fighting as a way out

the Confederate leadership considered

But most historians of the past 50 years hold

of privation. But even those small numbers of

the proposal, since slavery was the

that the root cause of the Civil War was

black soldiers carry immense symbolic meaning

foundation of Southern society.

slavery. They bristle at the idea of black

for neo-Confederates, who are pressing their case

Confederates, which they say robs the war of

for the central idea that the South was a bastion

its moral coin as the crucible of black

of states’ rights and not a viper pit of slavery,

emancipation.

even though slavery was central to its economy.

Stepping into this controversy is Harvard

Just 50 years ago, many authorities on the Civil

historian John Stauffer, who studies

War asserted that Southerners knew at the time

antislavery movements, the Civil War, and

that slavery was wrong, and would soon give it up.

Lee weighed in on the issue and asked

American social protest. (He is chair of the

Stauffer quoted Robert Penn Warren, who wrote

the Confederate government for help.

History of American Civilization Program,

in 1961 that “the greatest danger to slavery was

“We must decide whether slavery shall

and a professor of both English and African-

the Southern heart.”

be extinguished by our enemies and

He also acknowledged that critics of the

war for, if not to protect our property?”
Another suggested, “If slaves will make
good soldiers, our whole theory of

American studies.) At the Harvard Faculty
Club.

One politician asked, “What did we go to

slavery is wrong.”

the slaves be used against us, or use

CONFEDERACY APPROVES
USE OF BLACK SOLDIERS
MARCH 13, 1865

concept now dominate the academic arena,

On this day in 1865, with the Rebel armies facing

including one scholar who called it “a fiction,

long odds against much larger Union armies, the

a myth, utter nonsense.”

Confederacy, in a desperate measure, reluctantly
approves the use of black troops.

them ourselves.”
Lee asked that the slaves be freed as a
condition of fighting, but the bill that
passed the Confederate Congress on
March 13, 1865, did not stipulate
freedom for those who served.

COMMANDERS
OF
THE ARMY OF THE POTOMAC
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)
Its nucleus was called the Army of

In late 1863, two corps were sent West, and—
in 1864—the remaining five corps were

BATTLES & CAMPAIGNS

recombined into three. Burnside's IX Corps,
which accompanied the army at the start of

First Bull Run Campaign or First Manassas:

Ulysses S. Grant's Overland Campaign, was

McDowell (as "Army of Northeastern Virginia")

added later.

Northeastern Virginia, under Brig. Gen.

Peninsula Campaign, including the Seven

Irvin McDowell, and it was the army that

The Army of the Potomac fought in most of

fought (and lost) the war's first major

the Eastern Theater campaigns, primarily in

battle, the First Battle of Bull Run.

(Eastern) Virginia, Maryland, and

Northern Virginia Campaign, including the

Pennsylvania. After the end of the war, it was

Second Battle of Bull Run (I, XI, XII Corps

The arrival in Washington, D.C., of Maj.

disbanded on June 28, 1865, shortly following

participated under the control of the Army of

Gen. George B. McClellan dramatically

its participation in the Grand Review of the

Virginia)

changed the makeup of that army.

Armies.

McClellan's original assignment was to

Days Battles: McClellan

Maryland Campaign, including the Battle

COMMANDERS

command the Division of the Potomac,

of Antietam or Sharpsburg: McClellan

which included the Department of
Northeast Virginia under McDowell and

Brigadier General Irvin McDowell:

the Department of Washington under

Commander of the Army and

Brig. Gen. Joseph K. Mansfield. On July

Department of Northeastern Virginia

26, 1861, the Department of the

(May 27 – July 25, 1861)

Shenandoah, commanded by Maj. Gen.

Fredericksburg Campaign: Burnside
Chancellorsville Campaign: Hooker
Gettysburg Campaign: Hooker/Meade

Nathaniel P. Banks, was merged with

Major General George B. McClellan:

McClellan's departments and on that day,

Commander of the Military Division of the

McClellan formed the Army of the

Potomac, and later, the Army and

Potomac, which was composed of all

Department of the Potomac

military forces in the former Departments

(July 26, 1861 – November 9, 1862)

Mine Run Campaign: Meade

Pennsylvania, and the Shenandoah.

Major General Ambrose E. Burnside:

Overland Campaign: Meade

The men under Banks's command

Commander of the Army of the Potomac

became an infantry division in the Army

(November 9, 1862 – January 26, 1863)

(appointed June 28, 1863)
Bristoe Campaign: Meade

of Northeastern Virginia, Washington,

of the Potomac The army started with

Richmond-Petersburg Campaign, including
the Battle of the Crater: Grant/Meade

four corps, but these were divided during

Major General Joseph Hooker:

the Peninsula Campaign to produce two

Commander of the Army and

Appomattox Campaign, including Lee's

more. After the Second Battle of Bull

Department of the Potomac

surrender at Appomattox Court House:

Run, the Army of the Potomac absorbed

(January 26 – June 28, 1863)

Grant/Meade

the units that had served under Maj. Gen.
John Pope. The Army of the Potomac

Major General George G. Meade:

underwent many structural changes

Commander of the Army of the Potomac

during its existence. The army was

(June 28, 1863 – June 28, 1865;

divided by Ambrose Burnside into three
grand divisions of two corps each with a

Major General John G. Parke:

Reserve composed of two more.

Temporarily in command during Meade's
absences on four occasions during this period.

Hooker abolished the grand divisions.
Thereafter the individual corps, seven of

Lieutenant General Ulysses S. Grant,

which remained in Virginia, reported

General-In-Chief of all Union armies,

directly to army headquarters. (Joseph

located his headquarters with the Army of the

Hooker also created a Cavalry Corps by

Potomac.

combining units that previously had

(May 1864 to April 1865,)

served as smaller formations.)

Grant provided operational direction to Mead:
but Meade retained formal command.
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